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Snap-on Increases European Coverage in
Latest Software Upgrade
LINCOLNSHIRE, IL, July 27, 2021 – Understanding European cars can be complicated, so
technicians need their diagnostic tools to be current, delivering clear and accurate information.
With the newest European coverage from Snap-on®, technicians get what they need to embrace
the full potential of their diagnostic platforms.
The European coverage available in the latest upgrade includes new and significantly enhanced
general repair, collision and safety systems coverage for Alfa Romeo®, Audi®, BMW®, FIAT®,
Jaguar®, Land Rover®, Mercedes-Benz®, MINI®, Porsche®, Volkswagen® and Volvo®. Plus, FastTrack® Intelligent Diagnostics-enabled platforms such as ZEUS™, APOLLO-D9™ and
TRITON-D10™ see even more European coverage added every month.
European coverage highlights include: BMW vehicle sleep mode and automated EVAP leak test
added for all applicable models; active cruise control added for the 2002-2009 BMW 7 Series
including codes, data and tests; additional airbag special function coverage for 2008 and newer
Audi and Volkswagen; tests added to the air conditioning and signal acquisition modules for
2013 and newer Mercedes-Benz CLA Class; and Ethernet compatibility for the Land Rover
2020 Defender.
Refer to the website at www.snapon.com/Diagnostics/Euro for a complete list of the coverage
and features that have been added over the past 12 months or check out specific and in-depth
coverage information for makes and models by year at www.snapon.com/vcguide.
For more information about Snap-on diagnostic solutions, visit www.snapon.com/diagnostics or
talk to a Snap-on franchisee or other sales representative.
About Snap-on Diagnostics:
Snap-on Diagnostics is part of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global innovator, manufacturer
and marketer of tools, diagnostics and repair information and systems solutions for professional
users performing critical tasks. Products are sold through the company’s franchisee, companydirect distributor and Internet channels. Founded in 1920, Snap-on is headquartered in
Kenosha, Wisconsin.
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